Abstract. Large time step explicit schemes in the form originally proposed by LeVeque [Comm. Pure Appl. Math., 37 (1984), pp. 463-477] have seen a significant revival in recent years. In this paper we consider a general framework of local 2k + 1 point schemes containing LeVeque's scheme (denoted as LTS-Godunov) as a member. A modified equation analysis allows us to interpret each numerical cell interface coefficient of the framework as a partial numerical viscosity coefficient.
Introduction
We are concerned with the numerical solution of hyperbolic conservation laws, i.e. initial value problems in the form
u(x, 0) = u 0 (x)
where the Jacobian f u has real eigenvalues and a complete set of eigenvectors.
Assuming a discretization where 
where F j+1/2 = F (U n j−k+1 , . . . , U n j+k ).
(3b) The numerical flux function F is assumed to be Lipschitz continuous and consistent in the sense that F (U, . . . , U ) = f (U ).
(4) If we assume compact support or periodic boundary conditions, weak solutions to the scalar initial value problem (1) possess the following monotonicity properties [5] : (1) No new local extrema in x may be created; (2) The value of a local minimum is nondecreasing, the value of a local maximum is nonincreasing. As a consequence, we have that d dt
In 1983, Harten [5] introduced the now classical concept of TVD (total-variation-diminishing) numerical schemes; i.e. schemes that respect (5) on the discrete level. The discrete Total Variation (TV) at time step n is defined as
A numerical scheme for (1) is said to be Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) if
The introduction of this strong nonlinear stability condition spawned an intensive research activity in the eighties. In particular, the TVD framework provided a convenient setting for generalizing the MUSCL approach of van Leer [14] for obtaining high resolution schemes, i.e. schemes that achieve second-order accuracy in smooth regions while preserving the robustness of first-order schemes near extrema and discontinuities [5] . It follows from the Lax-Wendroff theorem [13] that TVD schemes in the form (3) will converge to a weak solution, but not necessarily the correct entropy solution [8, 33] , of the scalar initial value problem (1).
Explicit vs implicit schemes.
Explicit schemes in the form (3) suffer from the well-known restriction on the time step denoted as the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition [1] . In particular, a necessary condition for stability is
where the dimensionless time parameterC is called the Courant number and λ i are the eigenvalues of f u .
There is an intricate relationship between stability and accuracy of numerical methods for hyperbolic conservation laws. Nonlinear equations will develop discontinuities in finite time, causing oscillations for high-order methods due to the Gibbs phenomenon. In this respect, most studies on 2k + 1 point schemes have focused on employing extended stencils to improve accuracy rather than extending stability [5, 7, 12] , and typically the CFL condition will reduce tō
regardless of the size of the stencil. Classically, the strategy of choice to overcome (8) has been implicit schemes [9] , i.e. methods where the numerical flux (3b) is evaluated at time level n + 1. In particular, if (3b) is modified as
then (3) is said to be an implicit scheme. Harten [9] provided TVD conditions for hybrid explicit-implicit schemes. In particular, implicit schemes can be TVD without any restriction on the time step, at the cost of excessive numerical diffusion.
Large Time
Step explicit schemes. The observations
• explicit schemes are commonly limited by the strict time step restriction (8);
• implicit schemes suffer from excessive numerical diffusion; motivate the study of multi-point schemes in the form (3), with the aim of obtaining the relaxed time step restriction (7) . For the purposes of this paper, we will refer to such schemes as Large Time Step (LTS) schemes.
Theoretical foundations for this approach were established several decades ago [8, 10, 11, 27] . The first investigations of concrete Large Time Step explicit schemes were performed in a series of papers by LeVeque [15, 16, 17] . Herein, he proposed a generalization of the classical Godunov scheme based on treating each wave interaction as linear. This procedure leads to a consistent and conservative method satisfying the TVD property [16] . Extensions to systems were considered in [17] . LeVeque observed that his scheme would often be highly accurate, but could suffer from artificial staircase solutions and lack of pointwise convergence for systems [17] .
In [6] , Harten proposed a more diffusive (and robust) Large Time
Step TVD scheme. For linear equations, his scheme reduces to a repeated application of the standard upwind scheme.
Through numerical examples, Harten demonstrated how his modified flux approach (introduced in [5] ) could be extended as a general method to achieve high resolution TVD LTS schemes.
Nevertheless, the TVD condition is an excessively strict stability criterion. In general, better accuracy can be achieved from the less restrictive ENO [7] and WENO [12] schemes which allow spurious oscillations on the level of the truncation error. Goodman and LeVeque [4] also showed that in 2 space dimensions, any TVD scheme is generally at most first-order accurate. Consequently, there was a decline of interest in schemes formulated in the TVD setting, including the LTS schemes.
However, even with the present significant advances in computing power, there is still a need to sacrifice accuracy for efficiency in many practical applications. For instance, simulators for petroleum processing facilities often involve the solution of highly complicated multiphase flow models through several kilometer long pipelines [2] . These simulators are typically based on implicit methods, but we may note that explicit methods in the form (3) are trivially parallelizable whereas implicit methods are not [25] . The current trend of moving towards massively parallel computer hardware then provides motivation for revisiting the Large Time Step class of schemes, and indeed these methods have seen a significant revival in recent years.
Murillo, Morales-Hernández and co-workers [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] have investigated variations of LeVeque's LTS scheme, based on Roe upwinding, for the 1D and 2D shallow water equations. Herein, an emphasis was made on the proper treatment of source terms and boundary conditions. Qian and Lee [28] successfully extended LeVeque's LTS-Godunov scheme to the full 3D Euler equations through dimensional splitting. In [29] , these authors extended their investigation to some high-resolution LTS schemes constructed through Harten's [6] approach.
Xu et al. [36] applied the LTS-Godunov scheme to the 1D shallow water equations. Recently, Thompson and Moeller [34] independently rediscovered the LTS-Roe algorithm and applied it to Maxwell's equations.
All these authors follow LeVeque [15, 16, 17] in conceptually formulating their schemes as wave propagation methods, and they all observe the following drawbacks: D1: For systems, oscillations tend to occur for large time steps due to the nonlinear wave interactions. D2: Propagating rarefactions as expansion shocks introduces entropy-violating solutions.
For convex scalar equations, the rigorous LTS-Godunov scheme proposed by LeVeque [16] was proved to converge to the correct entropy solution in [35] . This scheme involves explicitly tracking the spreading of each rarefaction wave across several computational cells, whereas the wave propagation algorithm is most naturally formulated in terms of isolated discontinuities. For this reason, most authors address the issue D2 by resolving rarefactions into sufficiently many individual expansion shocks [15, 20, 28, 36] .
For the classical essentially 3-point explicit schemes, we note that both spurious oscillations and entropy violations are typically handled by applying a controlled amount of numerical diffusion [3, 33] . For Large Time Step schemes, Xu et al. [36] remark that the special updating procedure of wave propagation methods prohibits a natural introduction of numerical viscosity. This remark motivates our current paper.
1.3. Outline of the paper. The primary aim of our paper is to describe a general LTS framework where TVD schemes are classified according to their numerical viscosity, and herein explicitly place the common wave propagation schemes of LeVeque [15, 16, 17] . By this we hope to lay a foundation for further systematic development and improvement of explicit LTS schemes.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the concept of local multi-point schemes and provide the transformation between the viscosity formulation and the flux-differencesplitting formulation of such schemes. Through a modified equation analysis, we obtain a useful expression for the total numerical viscosity inherent in the schemes. We present closed form expressions for the numerical viscosity coefficients of the LTS-Godunov scheme.
In Section 3, we investigate the TVD conditions for LTS schemes. In particular, we identify the least and most diffusive of the TVD local schemes. The least diffusive scheme is precisely the LTS scheme of LeVeque where Roe upwinding is used in place of the rigorous Godunov solver. The most diffusive scheme can be viewed as a natural extension to Large Time Steps of the classical Lax-Friedrichs scheme. We discuss the precise conditions under which LTS-Godunov contains more numerical viscosity than LTS-Roe, and how this difference can lead to entropy violations for the LTS-Roe scheme.
In Section 4, we propose a natural one-parameter family of local LTS-TVD schemes that spans the entire admissible range of numerical viscosity. We extend our framework to general nonlinear systems of conservation laws through the Roe linearization.
In Section 5, we illustrate our concepts through numerical simulations of the Burgers equation and the Euler system. Our main findings are summarized in Section 6.
Multi-point methods
For scalar equations, standard 3-point schemes in the form (3) can be parametrized by a single numerical viscosity coefficient Q n j+1/2 through the formulation [5, 33] :
which we will denote as the viscosity formulation. Alternatively, me may split the flux difference in (3a) into left-going and right-going fluctuations as
commonly denoted as the flux-difference splitting formulation [18] . The natural 2k + 1 point extensions of these concepts may be formulated as follows, where for convenience we drop the temporal index n. Instead we use upper indices as relative cell interface indicators.
• Viscosity formulation:
Herein, we have introduced the shorthands
and the convention
In this paper, we will have a particular focus on local multi-point schemes which we define as follows.
Definition 1. In the formulation (12) , assume that all numerical viscosity coefficients are bounded and satisfy
Likewise, in the formulation (13) assume that all A are bounded and satisfy
Such schemes will be termed local schemes.
Proposition 1. For scalar equations, the coefficients A of local flux-difference splitting schemes (13) are uniquely determined.
Proof. Assume the initial condition
i.e.
Then, by the boundedness of A, we obtain from (3) and (13):
∆x ∆t
Proposition 2. For scalar equations, the coefficients Q of local viscosity schemes (12) are uniquely determined.
Proof. Consider the initial condition (18) . Then, by the boundedness of Q, we obtain from (3) and (12):
where C is the signed local cell interface Courant number:
Now Q k± (U L , U R ) = 0 according to (15) . Hence (20) uniquely determines
Proposition 3. For a given local multi-point scheme, there is a one-to-one mapping between the coefficients A of (13) and the coefficients Q of (12) as follows:
and
Proof. Use the definition (21) together with (12) to express the flux difference (11) as
and equate the coefficients of (13) and (24).
Modified equation.
These multi-point methods generally yield first order accurate approximations to (1) . We now wish to quantify the amount of numerical diffusion in LTS schemes by deriving the convection-diffusion equation for which the methods would be second-order accurate. Such a modified equation was derived by Harten et al. [8] :
Lemma 1. A scheme in the form (3) approximates to second order the equation
where
We now wish to express this equation in terms of the coefficients Q of (12).
Proposition 4. A 2k + 1 point scheme in the form (12) will give a second-order accurate approximation to the equation
Proof. At (U −k , . . . , U k ) = (u, . . . , u) we have by the product rule
which simplifies to
By the transformation (22) this can be written as
Substituting into (25) gives the desired result.
The expression
may now be interpreted as a measure of the amount of numerical diffusion inherent in the scheme. Observe now that D is a monotonically increasing function of each Q; this motivates denoting the parameters Q as partial numerical viscosity coefficients.
We will now present closed form expressions for the numerical viscosity coefficients of LeVeque's LTS-Godunov scheme [15, 16, 17] .
LTS-Godunov.
In the original Godunov's method, U n+1 j is taken to be the average value of the exact solution u(x, t n+1 ) over the cell (x j−1/2 , x j+1/2 ), i.e.
subject to the piecewise constant initial data
Herein, we note that each cell interface defines a local Riemann problem:
For scalar equations, the exact unique entropy solutionû j+1/2 (x, t) to the initial value problem defined by (35) may be written in closed form as follows:
This expression, due to Osher [26] , is valid for general nonlinear flux functions f (u). Then, as long as the solutions of each cell interface Riemann problem do not interact, the numerical flux of the classical Godunov scheme can be written as [26] :
However, for Courant numbers greater than 1, wave interactions must be taken into account, and maintaining the exact projection (33) becomes an intractable problem. In a series of papers, LeVeque [15, 16, 17] proposed a simplified Large Time
Step generalization of Godunov's method based on treating each wave interaction as linear. Then the numerical solution no longer represents the projected exact solution after each time step, but a conservative and consistent method is retained that is TVD for scalar equations [16] . LeVeque originally formulated his scheme as follows [17] :
A main result of this paper is a closed form expression of LeVeque's method for scalar equations.
Lemma 2. For scalar equations, LeVeque's LTS-Godunov scheme can be written in closed form as follows:
where the function M is defined as
Proof. Using (34), we may rewrite (39) as
By changing the integration variable to ζ, we obtain
From (36) we then directly obtain
completing the proof.
Lemma 3. For scalar equations, LeVeque's LTS-Godunov scheme can be written in the fluxdifference splitting formulation (13) with fluctuations
Proof. The fluctuations (46) are recovered by rearranging (40) in the context of (13) . When (48) holds, we have that
for all U b ≤ U a . Then (47) follows from (46).
Hence, defining the global Courant number as
we observe that LTS-Godunov is a (2k + 1) point scheme where
Proposition 5. For scalar equations, the numerical flux of LeVeque's LTS-Godunov scheme can be written in closed form as follows:
Proof. Observe that (52) is consistent in the sense of (4) and equivalent to (46) through the transformation
Proposition 6. For scalar equations, the LTS-Godunov scheme can be expressed in the viscosity formulation (12) with coefficients
Proof. Substitute into (12) to recover (52). Alternatively, use the transformation (23).
Note that LTS-Godunov is a local scheme in the sense of Definition 1, and that
follows from the same reasoning as applied for Lemma 3.
TVD Analysis
LeVeque [16] proved that the LTS-Godunov scheme presented above satisfies the TVD property (6) and hence converges to weak solutions for scalar conservation laws. A highly classical result states the TVD condition for 3-point schemes:
Lemma 4. A 3-point conservative scheme in the form (10) is unconditionally TVD if and only if
for all j.
This condition was proved to be sufficient by Harten [5] and necessary by Tadmor [32] . By the results of Osher [26] , it can be seen that the 3-point classical Godunov scheme satisfies this condition for Courant numbers less than one.
We will now prove analogous results for LTS methods.
Lemma 5. A local multi-point conservative scheme in the form (13) is unconditionally TVD if and only if
Proof. The proof is a natural generalization of the 3-point proof of Tadmor [32] . Differencing (13) we obtain
Consider now the initial condition (18) . We obtain
Now, in order for the scheme to be monotonicity preserving, ∆ n+1 j+1/2 must have the same sign as ∆ n p+1/2 for all j. Then the inequalities (57) must hold for arbitrary (U L , U R ). Jameson and Lax [10, 11] and Osher and Chakravarthy [27] proved that (57) are sufficient TVD conditions. As a TVD scheme is also monotonicity preserving [5] , the result follows.
Proposition 7.
A local multi-point conservative scheme in the form (12) is unconditionally TVD if and only if
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 5 and the transformation (22).
Lemma 6. The viscosity coefficients of a local (2k + 1) point TVD scheme satisfy the inequalities
These are either all strict inequalities or all equalities.
Proof. Using (15), we get from induction on (60c) that
Using this, we can eliminate Q 2± from (60b) to obtain from (62):
Using this in (60a) we recover (61a). Then (63) gives us (61b) for i = 1, . . . , k − 1.
Assume that equality holds in (61a). Then (60a) and (63) give equality for i = 1 in (61b). Similarly, (60b) and (63) give equality for i = 2 in (61b). Repeated use of (60c) and (61b) impose the remaining equalities. Hence equality in (61a) implies equality in (61b) for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1.
Assume that equality holds for some Q i± in (61b). Then from (63) we obtain
which imposes equality in (61a) and hence in (61b) for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1.
Note in particular that it follows from (62) and (15) that
Lemma 7. The viscosity coefficients of a local (2k + 1) point TVD scheme satisfy the inequalities
Proof. From (60c) and (63) with i = 2 we obtain
which by (65) proves (66a). Setting i = 1 in (61b) and combining with (60a) we obtain
Furthermore, repeated application of (60c) gives
Combining this with (60b) and (68) we obtain
From (66a) and (68) we now get
Assume now that Q i± ≥ ∓C − i. Then we get from (66a) and (70) that
proving Q i± ≥ ∓C − i for i ≥ 1 (73) by induction. Now (66b) follows from (65).
Observe that (61a) and (66a) provide the necessary CFL condition for (2k + 1)-point local schemes to be TVD: max
We will now proceed to show that our upper and lower bounds on the numerical viscosity coefficients define the natural Large Time
Step extensions of the Lax-Friedrichs and the Roe scheme respectively.
The Large Time
Step Lax-Friedrichs scheme. According to Lemma 4, the largest possible viscosity coefficient for 3-point TVD schemes is
Substituting this into (10), we recover the classical Lax-Friedrichs scheme:
This has a natural (2k + 1) point generalization.
Definition 2. The (2k + 1) point numerical scheme given by
will be denoted as the LTS-LxF scheme.
Lemma 8. The LTS-LxF scheme can be written as a local conservative (2k + 1) point scheme with viscosity coefficients
Proof. Substitute (78) into (13) and then into (3) to recover (77).
Proposition 8. The local (2k + 1)-point TVD scheme with the largest numerical viscosity (32) is the LTS-LxF scheme.
Proof. Observe that under the necessary condition (74), the coefficients (78) satisfy the TVD conditions (60). To increase D(u) in (32), we would need to increase at least one of the Q of (78). According to Lemma 6, this is impossible without violating the TVD property.
Step Roe scheme. Recall that the classical Godunov's method consists in projecting the exact solution (36) of non-interacting Riemann problems back to the computational grid. One may also envisage the method used in the context of approximate Riemann solvers where some approximate solution is used in place of (36) . One such method, commonly attributed to Roe [30] , consists of replacing the original nonlinear problem (1) with a local linear problem u t +Â j+1/2 u x = 0 (79) at each cell interface. Then, ifÂ satisfies the condition
settingû j+1/2 (x, t) to be the solution to the Riemann problem (35) for (79) yields a conservative approximation to Godunov's method. For scalar equations, this is also known as Murman's method [18, 24] . Analogous to the LTS-Godunov scheme, a Large Time
Step generalization of the Roe scheme was proposed by LeVeque [16] . Definition 3. Consider the LTS-Godunov scheme (39) whereû j+1/2 (x, t) is interpreted as the solution to the initial value problem (35) for (79), where the matrixÂ satisfies the conditions of Roe [30] . Such a scheme will be denoted as a LTS-Roe scheme.
Proposition 9. Given a Roe matrix
whereΛ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, the LTS-Roe scheme for systems can be written in the flux-difference splitting form (13) with coefficients
where for each eigenvalue we definê
Proof. For linear systems, we have that
where we use the convention thatĤ(·) is the diagonal matrix obtained from applying the Heaviside function to each diagonal element of its argument. Then we obtain i ∆x ∆t
which inserted into (44) yields
Lemma 9. For scalar equations, LTS-Roe is uniquely given as
in the flux-difference splitting formulation and
in the viscosity formulation.
Proof. For scalar equations, the unique Roe matrix iŝ
We then obtain (88) from the transformation (23) on (87).
Proposition 10. The local (2k + 1)-point TVD scheme with the smallest numerical viscosity (32) is the LTS-Roe scheme.
Proof. Observe that the coefficients (88) unconditionally satisfy the TVD conditions (60) and that LTS-Roe reduces to a (2k + 1)-point scheme under the CFL condition (74). To decrease D(u) in (32), we would need to decrease at least one of the Q of (78). According to Lemma 7, this is impossible without violating the TVD property.
The following summary of these observations is a main result of our paper.
Theorem 1. Let S be some local (2k+1) TVD scheme, and let Q S , Q Roe and Q LxF be the numerical viscosity coefficients of S, LTS-Roe and the (2k + 1)-point LTS-LxF scheme respectively. Then, unless S is precisely the LTS-LxF scheme, we have the sharp inequalities
Proof. The result follows from Lemmas 6, 7, 8 and 9.
In particular, this implies that for a cell interface that satisfies
we have that
3.3. LTS-Roe vs LTS-Godunov. For scalar equations, the classical Godunov and Roe schemes always coincide except in the presence of transonic rarefactions, i.e. when the Courant number (26) changes sign across the cell interface [18] . In this section, we will investigate how this relationship extends to Large Time Steps. We start with a useful reformulation of the LTS-Roe scheme.
Proposition 11. For scalar equations, the numerical flux of the LTS-Roe scheme can be written as follows:
where the function M is defined aŝ
Proof. This can be proved in two ways. First, simply apply the LTS-Godunov scheme directly to the linearized flux functionf j+1/2 (u) =Â j+1/2 u, noting that the extrema of a linear function must reside on the boundaries. Alternatively, verify that (93) is equivalent to (88).
Proposition 12. The numerical viscosity coefficients of the LTS-Roe and LTS-Godunov scheme satisfy
where equality holds except possibly when the Courant number (26) acquires an integer value across the cell interface. More precisely, for all i ≥ 0 we have
as long as there is no u ∈ R j+1/2 for which
where c is defined by (26) .
Proof. From Propositions 6 and 11 we obtain
where we define
For the equality (95) to be violated for Q ±i , the expression ∆t ∆x f (u)±iu must have an extremum in the interior of R j+1/2 . Then its derivative must vanish, which is precisely the condition (96).
3.3.1. Entropy violations. Observe that the solution (84) to the linearized Riemann problem (35) and (79) contains only discontinuities. In particular, the Roe solver will propagate any rarefaction wave as an expansion shock, and we are dependent on the numerical diffusion introduced by the projection step (39a) to recover the correct entropy solution.
Now (96) is in fact the condition for no projection error; if
the discontinuity will simply be translated i grid cells for each time step. This may also be understood in terms of the modified equation (27) for the LTS-Roe scheme, we obtain
which vanishes whenever (96) is satisfied.
For the LTS-Roe scheme, entropy violations associated with (96) have been reported by several authors [15, 16, 17, 19, 28, 36] . To remedy this, all these authors follow the approach of LeVeque [17] in splitting each rarefaction wave into a sequence of entropy-violating shocks that will spread out to approximate the true rarefaction wave as time evolves. If the rarefaction wave is thus split at points satisfying c(u
this approach will in fact precisely recover the true LTS-Godunov scheme. Based on the above heuristics, we will now propose a simple alternative entropy fix. Entropy violations arise when a Courant number (99) exactly preserves an expansion shock. We propose to destabilize this situation by always varying the time step; at each time level we replace the fixed global Courant numberC as defined in (50) with the modification
where r is sampled from the uniform random distribution U(−1/2, 1/2). This ensures that the critical Courant numbers (99) will change at each time step, and travelling expansion shocks will be smeared by the projection (39a). We observe that this fix seems always to work in practice, and examples will be provided in Section 5. Note that the fix will not work for the classical C j+1/2 = 0 transonic rarefaction, as this degenerate case becomes independent of the time step. We therefore propose to combine the random time step method with a classical entropy fix, for instance the fix of Harten [5] , to be able to handle expansion shocks of arbitrary velocity.
Definition 4. The scheme defined by the viscosity coefficients
for some 0 < δ < 1, subject to time stepping according to (102), will be denoted as the LTS-Roe* scheme.
A Family of LTS Schemes
Similarly to (100), we can calculate from (27) the total numerical viscosity for LTS-LxF:
Hence by (100) and Theorem 1 we have the sharp inequality for the numerical viscosity of (2k +1)-point local TVD schemes:
Now 3-point schemes (10) are uniquely defined through their numerical viscosity, but as remarked by Tadmor [33] , this does not hold when k > 1; different (2k + 1)-point schemes (12) may give the same D(u) for some given u. We would however be interested in a simple constructive procedure that would give us a local TVD scheme with a target numerical viscosity satisfying (105). In particular, we aim for a parametrization Q(β; U L , U R ), β ∈ [0, 1] with the following properties:
P1: Q α (β; U L , U R ) satisfy the TVD conditions (60) unconditionally; P2: D(β; u) is a strictly monotonically increasing function of β; P3:
As any convex combination of TVD fluxes is TVD, this can be easily achieved.
Definition 5. The (2k + 1)-point scheme given by
will be denoted as the LTS-RoeLxF(β) scheme.
Herein, P1-P4 will continue to hold if β is chosen individually at each cell interface at each time step.
This LTS-RoeLxF(β) method is not unique in satisfying P1-P4, nor do we claim it is the optimal such scheme. Rather, our intent is to concretely demonstrate that the level of numerical diffusion may be controlled in the Large Time Step TVD setting. This may be of particular relevance when we consider the extension to systems of nonlinear equations, as nonlinear interactions between the characteristic fields may induce numerical instabilities [17] .
4.1. Extension to systems. As there is no analogue of the TVD property for general nonlinear systems of equations, we will follow the standard approach [6, 29] of applying the scalar framework to a field-by-field decomposition obtained through the Roe linearization.
Consider now the class of scalar local multi-point schemes where the flux-difference splitting coefficients can be expressed as
where C is the signed local cell interface Courant number (21) . This class of schemes naturally arises in the TVD setting, as C is the only cell interface parameter featured in the TVD conditions (60). In particular, note that both LTS-Roe and LTS-LxF (but not LTS-Godunov) belong to this class of schemes. Then the LTS-Roe scheme for systems, described in Proposition 9, may be naturally generalized as follows; given the Roe matrix (81), construct the flux-difference splitting coefficients as
where for each eigenvalue we defineλ
where a ±i are the functions (107) defining the scalar version of the scheme. Herein, we may apply different schemes (107) to the different characteristic families of (108). Note that also for nonlinear systems, applying this procedure componentwise to the Lax-Friedrichs coefficients (78) reduces the scheme to exactly (77).
Numerical Examples
We will now provide some numerical illustrations on the relationship between numerical viscosity and entropy violations. 
Burgers equation.
We consider the Burgers equation in one space dimension:
We use a grid of 800 computational cells covering x ∈ [0, 1], and a Courant numberC = 5. Furthermore, the parameter δ = 0.5 is used for Harten's entropy fix (103).
5.1.1. Square pulse. We consider the square initial data conditions:
The solution after t = 0.2 is plotted in Figure 1 for various schemes. In Figure 1a , β = 0.2 was used for the LTS-RoeLxF scheme. We observe that LTS-Roe splits the rarefaction wave into a number of entropy-violating expansion shocks, whereas the other schemes all produce a satisfactory resolution of the rarefaction wave. In Figure 1b , various values for β in the LTS-RoeLxF(β) scheme are considered. We observe that increasing β leads to the expected increase in numerical diffusion, and recovers the entropysatisfying rarefaction wave for even small values of β.
Transonic rarefaction wave.
We now wish to focus on the classical case of the transonic rarefaction, where entropy violations are expected also for low Courant numbers. We consider the initial conditions
Results are plotted in Figure 2 . In Figure 2a , we consider the two entropy fixes of LTS-Roe* separately. Applying only the random time step (102), denoted as LTS-Roe(r), will not modify the zero Courant number and the transonic rarefaction remains a stationary expansion shock. Applying only Harten's entropy fix (103), we recover a rarefaction interspersed with expansion shocks similar to Figure 1 . On the other hand, from Figure 2b we see that both the full LTS-Roe* scheme and the LTSRoeLxF(0.2) scheme resolve the rarefaction on par with the LTS-Godunov scheme. 
5.2.
Sod shock tube problem. We consider the classical Sod shock tube problem for the Euler equations of gas dynamics, described in detail in [28, 31] . In Figure 3 , a comparison between LTS-Roe and LTS-Roe* after t = 0.25 for different Courant numbers is presented. For LTS-Roe, all Courant numbers of 2 and above here yield entropy-violating expansion shocks with velocities satisfying (99). The time stepping of the LTS-Roe* scheme once more removes these entropy violations. However, Figure 4 displays spurious oscillations associated with LTS-Roe* which reduce with grid refinement. For comparison, the same grid refinement study is performed on the LTSRoeLxF(β) scheme, were we adapt β to the grid size acccording to β ∆x = 30.0.
This choice introduces a significant amount of numerical diffusion, eliminating both the spurious oscillations and entropy violations. The quality of the numerical solutions will start to suffer by a further increase of the Courant number.
Summary
In this paper, we have expanded on classical works on multi-point TVD schemes, obtaining some original precise statements. In particular, by considering the restricted class of local multi-point schemes we were able to obtain the necessary and sufficient TVD conditions (60). The coefficients of these conditions are directly linked to the numerical viscosity through the modified equation analysis.
A main result of our paper is Proposition 6, where we provide closed form expressions for these coefficients for LeVeque's LTS-Godunov scheme. By this, the LTS-Godunov scheme is explicitly placed in the numerical viscosity TVD framework.
A second main result is Theorem 1, which extends to Large Time Steps Harten's result that the Lax-Friedrichs and Roe schemes provide the upper and lower limits for the coefficients of numerical viscosity in local TVD schemes.
We have provided some insights on entropy violations associated with the LTS-Roe scheme when travelling expansion shocks are aligned with the grid, illustrated with numerical examples.
The framework may be naturally extended to nonlinear systems through the Roe linearization. Our hope is that the insights of this paper may facilitate further research on devising explicit schemes that appropriately combine accuracy and robustness under Large Time Steps. Herein, the general approach of Harten [6] may be used to achieve high resolution.
